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*The more you invest in quality, the less total time it takes to build working software*
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Tests are runnable specifications
- Less likely to fall out of sync with the program than documentation
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Good tests localize problems to speed up debugging
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...and then you start testing the next function
How do you know that your tests are correct?
"All" testing can do is show that there might be a problem
"It might work in practice, but it'll never work in theory."
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- No false positives or false negatives
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What actually happened
A *unit test* tests one component in a program

- fixture
- action
- expected result
- actual result
- report
A *unit test* tests one component in a program.
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Then introduce a library that can take care of the repetitive bits
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...and it only tests up to the first failure
# Tests in table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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# Tests in table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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Easy to read

Easy to add new tests
# Run and report

passes = 0

for (seq, prefix, expected) in Tests:
    if dna_starts_with(seq, prefix) == expected:
        passes += 1

print '%d/%d tests passed' % (passes, len(Tests))
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passes = 0
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        passes += 1
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But when tests fail, we don't know which ones
# Run and report

passes = 0

for (i, (seq, prefix, expected)) in enumerate(Tests):
    if dna_starts_with(seq, prefix) == expected:
        passes += 1
    else:
        print 'test %d failed' % i

print '%d/%d tests passed' % (passes, len(Tests))
# Run and report
passes = 0
for (i, (seq, prefix, expected)) in enumerate(Tests):
    if dna_starts_with(seq, prefix) == expected:
        passes += 1
    else:
        print 'test %d failed' % i
print '%d/%d tests passed' % (passes, len(Tests))

Produces (index, element) for each element of list
# Run and report
passes = 0
for (i, (seq, prefix, expected)) in enumerate(Tests):
    if dna_starts_with(seq, prefix) == expected:
        passes += 1
    else:
        print 'test %d failed' % i
print '%d/%d tests passed' % (passes, len(Tests))

Decompose into variables by matching structure
# Run and report
passes = 0
for (i, (seq, prefix, expected)) in enumerate(Tests):
    if dna_starts_with(seq, prefix) == expected:
        passes += 1
    else:
        print 'test %d failed' % i
print '%d/%d tests passed' % (passes, len(Tests))

Test passes as before
# Run and report
passes = 0
for (i, (seq, prefix, expected)) in enumerate(Tests):
    if dna_starts_with(seq, prefix) == expected:
        passes += 1
    else:
        print 'test %d failed' % i
print '%d/%d tests passed' % (passes, len(Tests))

Summarize results that don't need attention
# Run and report
passes = 0
for (i, (seq, prefix, expected)) in enumerate(Tests):
    if dna_starts_with(seq, prefix) == expected:
        passes += 1
    else:
        print 'test %d failed' % i
print '%d/%d tests passed' % (passes, len(Tests))

Report each result that needs attention separately
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But first, we'll look at how to handle errors
in programs systematically